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1974 IN REVIEW 

l. The Setting. 

As 1974 began, the Atlantic Alliance vras still suffering 

from the severe shocks that had jolted US-European relations 

during 1973. The most divisive event was the October Middle 

East War which had revealed sharp differences of interest and 

opinion. These were exacerbated by public recriminations over 

lack of consultation and cooperation, and the 11 unannounced" 

U.S. troop alert. Some on the Continent sa>v in the Middle East 

\'Jar confirmation of their suspicions that US-European relations 

had_ undergone a profotmd and ftmdamental change. 

And there vlere other events that buffeted the Alliance e.nd 

raised questions about the future of the transatlantic link: 

The US-French confrontation highlighted b;y- the spirited 

Kissinger-Jobert debate over the Prevention of Nuclear 

\ifar Agreement. 

The sticky, metaphysical US-EC 9 talks that then seemed 

u.nlil\.ely to yield agreement on a suitable consultg,tion 

mechanism. 

U.S. chagrin that the Europeans hacl failed to respond 

positively or creatively to the Year of Europe message; 
a 

.:mel/corresponding sense of shame in some Allied capitals 

that Europe had indeed failed. 
_j 
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There were, in addition, other factors of a lesser order 

which soured relations among the Allies: 

The bad taste created by the Jackson-Nunn Amendment 

with its thinly veiled threat to reduce the American 

troop presence unless the Europeans met Washington's 

balance of payments demands. 

The political embarrassment that two members of the 
still 

Alliance--Portugal and Greece-jhad dictatorial regimes; 

and a measure of frustration that many at ters had 

flabby, unstable, leaderless coalitions that were 

governments only in name. 

The nasty little Cod War which involved three Allies--

Iceland and the United Kingdom, and later the FRG. 

Against this unsettled background the Alliance faced an 

uncertain 1974. 

2. 1974 - Overview: The GeneTal Climate in the Alliance; 

1971-1- dmmed in uncertainty overcast by a gloomy economic 

environment, growing inflation and unemployment, the energy crisis, 

balance of payments difficulties, and procrastination in forging 

a cocrd.inated vlestern approach to these problems. Further complica-

tions sterrJned from leadership changes >vhich occurred in every major 

Allied government--including the U.S. --·and in many of the smaller 
Thickening 

countries during 1974. j&i.~t-H£!z(};tt this gloom vras the Cyprus crisis 
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which led two Allies to the brink of war, toppled the existing 

Greek military regime and subsequently caused the new Athens 

Government to decide to pull out of NATO's integrated military 
Lisbon 

structure. The April Revolution in/~Grtocgax occasioned an 

initial sigh of relief, and then nervous tremors as the months 
Portugal's 

went by, for no one felt certain about/~ future role in the 

Alliance. 

3. General Accomplishments During 1974. 

Despite ~x~x~xx unexpected and unsteadying political 

developments and the harsh economic climate, the Alliance 

wea.thered 1974 surprisingly v·rell and made progress in several 

important areas. These advances flovred in large measure from 
conscientious 

the/ ~u.x stock-taking and the candid consultations that 

ultimately found expression in the Atlantic (or Ottmva) 

Declaration, from the June Summit and from the ~~ 

leadership provided by Chancellor Schmidt and President Giscard) 
which was notably less dogmatic than that of their predecessors. 

Atlantic Declaration: 

The signing of the Declaration by NATO Hdads of 

Government in .June symbolized the end of a difficult 

phase in transatlantic relations and it gave hope for 

fruitful 
the beginning of a more ,:kl:llif-*~1 period. The Declaration 

vras important in two respects: rmn"-:nJ~x-

- It forged anevr the link between U.S. and European 

ties 

security, and reconfirmed fundamental Atlantic 
_j· 

in other areas. 
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enlarged 
- It~~t~ the framework for Alliance political 

developments in 
consultations, including co~sultation -~~on/geographic 
regions }'JATO treaty area, 

jilXf!FJ:£ outside thejklXiLrl\fFm and on a broader range of 
non-military 

jissues 'ivhi~h ;!:mpinge on Allied collective security. 

25th Anniversary: 

The Atlantic Declaration, the visible centerpiece of the 

Alliance's 25th Anniversary celebrations, brought together 

Heads of Allied governments for only the second time in 

NATO's history. 

- Both the Declaration and the Anniversary celebrations 

served to focus world attention on the Alliance; 
after a quarter century 

- These events provided evidence thatjthe bonds \vhich · 

unite the Allies and their peoples remain stronger 

than the forces which divide them and that all fifteen countries 
felt it necessary to affirm that they still need each other. 

Improved US-EC Dialogue: 

Because objective reality required it, and because the 

Atlantic Declaration drafting process and the governmental 

changes in Bonn, London and Paris favored it, more pro-

ductive and systematic means for US-EC consultation "1-rere 

agreed among the Nine at Gymnich -- and during the 
those arrangements 

remainder of 197L~ j}:;:'t&"U appeared to ha'.re proved practical 

and useful to both parties. 
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Progress in East-Ttlest Detente: 

During 1974 progress across a broad range of detente 

issues continued at a halting, uneven, unspectacular 

pace; but it did continue and it was perceptible. 
the at Vladivostok 

-SALT saw at year's endfo. US-Soviet agreement/which 

provided restraint that W8uld not have existed had 

the 1972 Interim Agreement expired without replacement. That 

~ Agreenent also held the promise of possible reductions 

in strategic arms. XD::s~ The Agreement itself--

and the United States' continuing efforts to keep its 

Allies adequately informed--prompted Allied applause 

-~~~ and solid, Lmqualified 
for 

strpportjthose features which excluded forward-based 

systems (FBS) from the US-Soviet strategic equation. 

- CSCE: While fo~Nard movement on CSCE was 
the road blocks 

slow and/_ at 

times exasperating, ~~gxmEilfE~~:k; signs of possible 

progress--in part due to Allied cohesion--emerged at 

year's end. "Y·Jestern cohesion reflected the closer 

Alliance consultation and coordination which, in turn, 

·was prompted by the Soviets' intransigent posture 

during much of the year and by markedly closer 

Alliance col.laboration in all area~3 of common interest. 

- £1BFR in 1974 became the prime example of &~inm:::~;r~ intimate 
harmonious 

Alliance consultation anri/'>il~~x~:tP.J~~ coordination on 
_j 
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this. subject which is vital to the maintenance of 

collective security. The Allies--including France, 

the mute,note-taking onlooker--found the procedure 

for NAC approval of guidance to Allied negotiators 

in Vienna on MBFR goals, tactical policy and strategy 

worthwhile and far less cumbersome than many had feared; 
continuing 

and they placed their faith in its/efficacy. The U.S. 

strengthened its leadership role in ~ffiFR. In fact the 

U.S. initiated every major proposal for new guidance 
looked 

to Allied negotiators. The Allies/~ to the U.S. 

for leadership;·~ but they also insisted on 
each 

thorough consideration and careful analysis ofjU.S. 
as it affected 

proposal//~ their individual political and military 

interests. Honest, in-depth consultations and effective 
in both Brussels and Vienna 

coordination/dispelled any vague, lingering suspicion 

that MBFR 1-ras a US-Soviet show. At the same time the 
began better to understand 

other Alliesjfr~~Qtt the importance of the US-Soviet 

relationship to the eventual success of MBFR. 

Improved Alliance Consultation: 

1974 savr note'0rorthy expansion in the depth, scale and 

intensity of consultations among the Fifteen Allies. This 

resulted from a series of U.S. initiatives as well as from 

a grovling sense of shared risk. Highlights were: 

_j 
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- The Council meeting attended by Heads of Government at 

mid-year; Secretary Kissinger's personal efforts to 

keep the Allies currently informed of the negotiations 

in which he was personally engaged; and the visit of 

Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau in the fall. 

- Reinforced NAC consultations with Political Directors 

as well as reinforced meetings on SALT, CSCB and the 

Middle East were also highly useful. 

- The new format for the December NAC Ministerial 

permitted franker, fuller, unrehearsed exchanges 

among Foreign Ministers in Restricted Sessions. 

- Regular exchanges of information in the Political 

and Economic Committees, the expanded circulation of 

intelligence in a variety of NATO channels, as well 

as the meetings of the Regional,UN and Disarm.ament 

experts extended well beyond the range of subjects 

usually covered. 

Overthrow of Dictatorships in Portugal and Greece: 
overth:cew 

- The April 20 coup thatj~erQJ: the Caetano Government 

ended 50 years of authoritarian rule in Portugal. This 

event, and Lisbon 1 s subsequent decision to divest Portugal 

of its African colonies, relieved the Allies of a political 

burden that had long vexed their foreign relations and 

embal'rassed them iti dealings with their ovrn parliaments. 
_j 
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Their initial reaction--almost in unison--was 

one of relief. 

The Greek regime's bumbling attempt to seize pov1er 

on Cyprus and the Sivift, blunt Turkish reaction unseated 

-~ the Athens dictatorship, ending seven years 

of Allied discomfort with undemocratic rule in Greece~ 

The return of Caramanlis and his overwhelming election 

victory in November have fostered much Allied sympathy 

for Greece. 

France: 

- During the year, France's participation in the Alliance 
sharp 

progressed from the/~lD~~ confrontation between 

Jobert and Secretary Kissinger, through French accession 

to the Atlantic Declaration and participation in the 

NATO st~rrmit, to even brighter signs of cooperation at 

year's end. 

- Moreover, these promising signs remained as-~ndant despite 
comrne rcial 

the keen and sometimes ungentlemanly US-Frenchjcompetition 

over a replacement aircraft for the F-104. 

- The current French mood to participate constructively 

and more actively in Alliance affairs certainly does 

not hercdd Fre~ch reintegration into NATO's military 

structure. However it does appear to reflect greater 

realism and receptivity on the part of the French 
_j 

Government Lmder Giscard. 
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- Similarly, as debate among parliamentarians in the 

Assembly of Western European Union clearly demon-

strated at year's end, Europe's sometime fascination 

with de Gaulle's vision of the future was very much 

on the wane. Neither editors, nor academicians, 

nor public office-holders spoke any more of a Europe 

militarily, politically and economically independent 

of the United States. There were even some who said 

that the vision of a Directorate and the dream of a 

pentagonal world i'rere interred with the General at 

Colombey-les -Deux-Eglises. 

From Jackson-Nunn to the Nunn Amendment: 

- The belated US-FRG bilateral offset agreement and help 
the their 

by/other Allies in identifying/military procurement 

purchases in the U.S. enabled Washington to satisfy to 

the full the terms of the Jackson-Nunn Amendment. This 

result gave the Allies a vrarm glow of achievement as 

well as a sense of R®Ngr~xx±@H~ix~x~xRMr~ relief because they 

judged that there had been a lessening of congressional 

pressure for U.S. force reductions. It then became possible 

for the Allianee to shift attention to the more palatable 

and constructive requirements of the Nunn Amencl'llent vrhich 

can aetae.lly impr·ove the conventional defense posture. 

L _j 
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- The Allies greeted with enthusiasm U.S. plans in 

conformity with the Nunn Amendment to transform 

"tail" into "teeth" and deploy two additional combat 

brigades to Germany. They have long espoused the need 

for weapons standardization in NATO; but, being prudent and feeling 
a deep concern about their own domestic armaments industries, 

jthey have preferred to wait until Washington manifested 

its thinking. However, our Allies reacted viscerally 

and with great caution to the call for ~ reexamination 

of our tactical nuclear posture in Europe. 

Defense Issues: 

The U.S. unleashed a major effort at every level to 

convince the Allies that, working together, -vre could 

make the most of our total and combined defense resources 

through cooperation and rationalization on an international 

scale. That effort achieved a measure of success, for 

certain of the Allied Governments did begin to demonstrate 

a genuine interest in cooperative programs designed to 

meet these goals. 

- Dogged U.S. insistence that the Allies shoulder more 

equitably the burden of common-funded programs produced 

a modest reduction in the U.S. share of expenditures for 

NATO Infrastructure and for the Central European Pipeline. 

_j 
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- Secretary of Defense Schlesinger convinced our Allies 

in the Nuclear Planning Group that discriminating 

nuclear targeting options will strengthen deterrence. 

- Allied acceptance of the need for a new targeting 

doctrine was no doubt partly responsible for the support 

which the U.S. gained for a new~ 

emphasis on improvement of conventional forces. 

- In the Defense Planning Committee, Secretary Schlesinger 

pointed out to his fellow Defense Ministers that the 

Soviet and other Warsaw Pact military forces have 

weaknesses as -vrell as strengths in conventional 

capability; and the Allies have now agreed to place 

ne1·r emphasis on moclernizing and improving their 

conventional forces at <:m e.dequate level. 

- Additionally, the U.S. focused Allied efforts on 

determining first priority force goals which constituted 

a reasonable challenge for nations. 

- Allies agreed to concentrate on achieving greater 

cooperation in such areas as standardization of 

weapon s;y"stems, ration!11ization of training, communications, 

and logistics support. 

_j 
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CCMS: 

In tune with the times, the Alliance's Committee on the 

Challenge of Hodern Society (CCMS) gave significantly 

greater impetus to those Allied projects aimed at conserving 

the world's diminishing energy resources. It successfully 

concluded two pilot studies--both U.S. led--dealing with air 

pollution and road safety. These are two of the earliest 

and most ambitious Allied undertakings in CCMS. Moreover, 

these initiatives have yielded results, for they set in 

motion significant follmv-on activities: intensive international 

work on producing automobile engines that are cleaner and more 

economical, and have established a coordinated and systematic 

program to reduce traffic fatalities. 

l~. 1971+ - The Debit Side of the Ledger. ,. 
Economic Deterioration: 

- The single factor weighing most heavily on Allied activities 

during 197L~ vras inflation and the need to compensate for it. 

Many Allies increased their budgetary contributions to 

defense; but wage and price increases served to nullify them. 

- Inflation, economic stagnation and, at year's end, growing 

unemployment engendered public and parliamentary pressures 

to slash defense spending and in some instances to divert 

defense allocated monies to cope with mounting domestic 

social needs. _ _j 
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MilitaFJ Cutbacks: 

- Crippling economic pressures forced the UK and Italy 

to initiate measures that seem certain to result in 

major, permanent military retrenchments. Dutch plans 

to follow much the same route were modified--and the 
but only 

planned reductions were reduced--/in the face of heavy 

counterpressure from the Allies. 

MRI'. 

- HMG's defense decisions have an historic significance. 

Th~y mark the end of Britain's traditional role as a 

European regional military power which could employ 

highly mobile sea and airborne forces to influence 

the course of events. While the UK will continue its 

substantial and welcome force commitment to NATO's 

central region, its deployments in the Mediterranean 
soon 

and east of Suez will/become inconseq_~ential. 

The Southern Flank: 

NATO's Southern Flank withered during 1974: 

There were high hopes ever~vhere for the regime which 

replaced Caetano in Portugal last April; but it first 

tilted and has now begun to slide steadily toward the 

left, throvring doubt on the strength of Portugal's 

comrriitment to NATO. This steady left1vard drift--and 

the presence of an ctli:ra:uxeM. avmred communist in the 

Cabinet-forced the Allies to exclucle l'ortugal from 

• 
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participation in activities of 
/the NPG; and the U.S. faced risk to its unlimited 

access to its base in the Azores. 

- Frustrated by their inability to negotiate with Ankara 

or to budge the Turkish military from their positions in 

Cyprus, the Greeks 

withdrew~ their armed forces from NATO's integrated 

military structure; and the GOG announced its decision 

to re-evaluate U.S. base rights, retaining only those 

that in its vie>v contribute to Greek national interests. 

- Meamrhile the U.S. Congress has legislated the cessation 

of military aid to Turkey effective February 5, 1975, unless 

there is significant progress toward solving the Cyprus 

problem. Since Turkey's defense effort is nearly 

totally dependent on external arms assistance, NATO's 

conventional defensive strength in the Eastern Mediterranean 

1vill ebb rapidly; and the Allies are worried. 

- The deteriorating economy of Italy Hhich brought the 

country to near bankruptcy in 1974 has aggravated old 

political problems, created new ones, and spawned social 

unrest on a scale that has caused some to question the 
stability countrv 

future/of the ~~~m~--and its reliability 

and value as an Ally. 
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5. 1975 - Problems and Opportunities. 

The new year opens >'lith mounting Allied concern about the 

economic situation, about its impact on \festern defense 

efforts, and about such other "gut" issues as paradoxically 

high rates of inflation with growing unemployment. The 

five-fold jump in oil prices and parallel increases in 

the price of other energy sources and the painful awareness 

that war could again erupt in the Middle East have further 

heightened their anxiety. 

The sheer magnitude of the multinational economic/energy 

problems confronting the Allies has forced them to look 

more closely at joint efflorts to solve them. A coll.ective 

attempt to cope with these forces, which have struck most 

savagely at the UK, Italy and Denmark, would have been 

unthinkable in the d.ays of Charles de GaulJ.e; but the 

meeting at Martinique vri th Giscard moved just such a 

collectivist approach a good deal closer to reality. 

Indeed, most of the Allies are on the point of accepting 

the thesis that national security and economics are so 

closely intert>·rined that only through collaboration resulting 

from close consultations can the VJest effectively cope 1-rith 

this complex of problems. 

L __ _j 
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The pessimistic portents with which 1975 opened call for 

steady U.S. leadership if Alliance security in its 

broadest sense is to be maintained. For the events 

of 1974 demonstrated once again to thinking Europeans 

that, 1vhatever economic and political problems afflict 

the U.S., it is still the only Ally with the economic 

strength and the political will that are essential for 

leadership of the Alliance. While the task of U.S. 

leadership becomes more difficult as problems mount, 

our abdication of that task might well touch off an 

irreparable decline for the West. 

6. Problems: 1975 and Beyond. 

The Alliance faces a broad array of problems in 1975: 

Political: 

While over-all Alliance political solidarity is currently 

healthy, it is susceptible to infection from a variety 

of sources: 

- Soviet rejection, even if only temporary, of a posture 

favorable to detente could re-introduce frictions 

stemming ·~~ from differing detente goals and 

perceptions in the various capitals. 

- Growing economic pressures--from which the USSR and most 

Harsaw Pact states have thus far insulated themselves--

L 
could fracture Alliance tmi ty. NATO's >veakened Southern 

_j 
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can now offer 
Flank/~~ little resistance;~ and the 

coming to povrer of an authoritarian leftist or rightist 
in that area 

regimejcould impose an intolerable strain on inter-Allied 

relations. 

- A deterioration of the Middle East situation or another 

Greek/Turkish military confrontation over Cyprus could 

seriously divide key Allies and further weaken NATO's 

flabby Scutheastern Flank. A renewal of Middle East 

hostilities vTOuld again put to the test Hestern 

cooperation in dealing with the Middle East oil-prod.ucing 

states. 

- Deterioration could also occur in other areas along 

NATO's Southern Flank should the Portuguese Government 

move further to the left, again become authoritarian, 

or just become generally less stable. Spain also-faces--

perhaps ·in the coming year--the delicate problem of 

Franco's succession which could either lead Spain toward 

the fold of modern, representative European governments, 

or into instability, or to an autarkic-, chauvinistic 

regime hostile to its neighbors, to the EC-9, and to 

NATO. Similarly, Yugoslavia vTi th its Balkan heritage 

could become a major concern should Tito pass from the 

scene. With the residual strength of its inefficient 

political institutions alre8.dy sapped by a flounderin~ 
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economy, Italy too faces a period of uncertainty 

and the growing risk of overt communist participation 

in the governing process. 

Defense: 

The next twelve months promise NATO and the Allied Governments 

no relief from the consequences of the energy crisis, from 
straitened 

sagging economies,/~~ government revenues and rising 

unemployment. Economic factors alone, quite apart from the 

politics of detente, may even make it difficult to maintain 

current overall defense spending levels. This has already 

been demonstrated in the UK Defense Review, the nripple 

effect" of which might well extend to other Allied defense 

efforts. One must therefore be ready to guard against 

Allied backsliding from the substantial and real support 

the U.S. has so far received on the improvement of Allied 

conventional forces. 

-As a further and longer term effect of Britain's 

action, the UK will very soon no longer be able to 

act or behave like a regional pmver 1vith forces 

deployed on the Continent as well as in the Mediterranean 

and Middle East. Thus, sooner rather than later, the 

British will find it necessary to abandon their long-valued 

role as an honest broker and stabilizing factor in the 

eastern :r;;editerranean. This will diminish the political 
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and physical support which a traditional Ally has 

offered the U.S. and other Allies in a volatile and 

dangerous area. It may in time raise the question 

whether the U.S. can, wishes, or is willing to shoulder 

the burden which Britain is now laying down. 

7. Opportunities and Challenges. 

The problems weighing on the Alliance as it heads into its 

second quarter century are the sum of the afflictions from which 

the Allied Governments are suffering. They are many and they are 

readily discernible. The opportunities for progress are not so 

obvious. But progress might be easier than heretofore given a 

greater public awareness that Western societies, and the Alliance 

v.rhich binds many of them, face challenges which will not pert::tit a 

lack of resolve, solidarity or leadership. 

The Key Question: How will NATO in the coming year enhance 
and that of its Allies 

the national security of the United Statesj-- and how can 

this Mission insure that the U.S. will be able to 

influence its Allies by political persuasion in NATO 

so as to advance American national interests in Western 

Europe, in the East-West context and in the process to 

harmonize the national and regional policies of Allied 

Governments with Washington's global policy 

objectives? 
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Security and Detente: 

U.S. and Western European interests and objectives 

continue to coincide in the defense and detente areas. 

They are therefore complementary and mutually reinforcing. 

- A key objective of the Alliance is the maintenance of a 

collective defense posture which--despite economic 

difficulties--will provide both a credible deterrent 

to war and a stalwart military capability should deterrence 

fail. 

- The defense posture of the Alliance also serves the 

detente goals of the Allies for without adequate visible 

Western military strength, Eastern incentives to negotiate-

xm~NBX;¥: seriously ·will evaporate. 

In the prudent quest for detente over the coming year, the 

Allies should be able to continue to make progress:· 

- CSCE. The recent, more favorable negotiating pace at 

Geneva suggests that it might be possible to conclude 

CSCE on grounds acceptable to the West. While thorny 

problems remain, continued Allied solidarity and 

possible Soviet interest in an early, high-level 

conclusion could converge to bring the Conference 

to a close before autumn. 
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MBFR. The Allies, in part because of economic 

pressures, hope that MBFR will begin to move toward 

the reduction of forces objective during the current 

year. Our Allies are uncertain, however, about what they 

can or should do to move the negotiations forward. They 

continue to look to the U.S. for leadership in proposing 

changes in the Alled position; but they will continue to 

insist on the need for thorough examination and analysis 

of any new U.S. initiatives. The Allies recognize the 

potential of the nuclear option to help move the negotiation 

forward, and most would welcome its introduction after 

thorough study. 

- SALT. The Vladivostok Summit agreements laid solid 

foundations for a further tmderstanding to replace the 

Interim Agreement of 1972. Current signs seem to indicate 

that possible changes in Moscow's political direction will 

not prompt the Soviets to call into question such NATO-

important features of the Vladivostok accords as the 

exclusion from SALT of fonvard-based systems (FBS). 

In the Defense area, the following opportunities and challenges 

merit close attention: 

- Cooperative DefeDse Programs. The United States in the 

coming ;)rear viill press ahead vrith modernization of its 

L \-reapo;l.s and forces in order to keep pace with the 
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Warsaw Pact. The 1975 economic climate, however, 

seems certain to force compromises in'the acquisition 

of more sophisticated weapons systems for U.S. forces. 

It is therefore already clear: l) that the U.S. must 

conceive, foster, and honestly support cooperative defense 

programs involving itself and the Allies; and 2) that 

it must encourage and guide such programs among the 

Allies themselves. Such emphasis is necessary if 

Allied Governments are to secure maximum defense 
by standardizing weaponry and 

capability from straitened budgets/ ~ 
achieving greater interoperability of systems. The United 

/States must--as in other Alliance endeavors--show 

leadership by inducing, cajoling, persuading and 

pressing the Eurogroup members to collaborate with 
trending toward standardization, thereby 

it in consortium or similar arrangementsj't.!Et. reducing 

defense duplication and vraste. 

- Burdensharing. 

In recent years the United States has succeeded in 

shifting some of the Alliance defense burden from 

itself to its prospering European Allies. This 

process can and should continue but VTith prudence, 

for there nmv- exists a clear and present danger of 

~art±e±patxv~~~ precipitating political ruptures among 

the Allies at a time vrhen adverse economic pressure is 

'l·reighing heavily on many of them. 
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- Nuclear VIe a pons. The U.S. theater nuclear stockpile 

in Europe bears little relation to what a rational 

assessment of an Alliance posture might call for. 

It is politically and militarily important that the 

stockpile be modernized. It is equally important to 

do so in a way that responds to the basic and long-felt 

political concerns of our Allies. In sum, it is 

incumbent upon the U.S. to persuade the Allies--their 

governments, their parliaments and their publics--

that the tactical nuclear leg of NATO's deterrent 

triad remains fully effective. 

- NATO's Southern Flank. NATO's Southern Flank poses real 

challenges in 1975; the opportunities have yet to manifest 

themselves. Cumulative interaction of recent developments 

in Greece, Turkey, Italy, Spain and Portugal, vrhen added 

to the very substantial drawdowns that the U.K. is 

planning in the Southern Region in the wake of its landmark 

defense review, all suggest the need for a steely-eyed 

basic revie\·T of the U.S. defense posture in the Mediterranean. 

Politics and Economics: 

Europe's dependence on U.S. protection for its military security, 

econorc.ic self-confidence and political independence--publicly 

declared again in J1.1J1e 1974 in the Ottawa Declaration--provides 

L 
the U.S. uith tbe basis for seeking close consultation 1dth 
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the EC-9 on foreign and economic policies which affect 

Alliance security and East-West relations. As Alliance ~ 

cohesion improved last year, so did our relationship with 

the EC-9 on political and economic consultation. This 

welcome trend should continue in 1975 given greater 

Vlestern European awareness that the political challenges 

and economic dangers they face require transatlantic 

collaboration nmv, and for the foreseeable future. 

Real opportunities exist to strengthen the consulta-

tive machinery of the Alliance and to expand the subject 

matter which it covers. Economic issues and extra-NATO 

developments affecting Alliance security are prime targets 

for such expansion. Those subjects should be pursued both 

in existing Alliance institutions as well as in newly 

created fora such as reinforced Council meetings attended 

by policy-making officials from capitals and perhaps--a 

new thought--in reinforced meetings of the Defense 

Planning Committee. The study of the security implications 

of the present 'lwrld economic situation--which the Secretary 

:me called for at NATO's December Ministerial--is a natural 

candidate for just such expanded consultations. 
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